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1 Background

The dataset we use is the GHCN v2.mean, from http://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/ghcn/v2/. This
contains, for over 7000 stations, values of mean temperature (units 0.1C) for each month of a number
of years. The data periods are variable, and there are often missing months, or series of months. The
stations are described in v2.temperature.inv, from the same source.

The major climate indices - CRU, GISS and NOAA - process this data to prepare large scale regional
averages. Important parts of this process are the re-expression of data as anomalies, or deviations from
some local mean, and calculation of an average anomaly on a spatial grid. These gridded values can then
be integrated to compute local averages.

The process of anomaly calculation is quite involved, and the three major methods (CAM, FDM and
RSM) all have issues. Recently, blogger Tamino suggested a least squares method of assembling grid
averages. Blogger Romanm suggested a modification in which the computation of local “offsets”, which
would incorporate seasonal effects and mean variations, would replace anomaly calculation. A least squares
method would be used, and the simultaneous treatment of trend and offsets would be much better than
calculating anomalies.

This note describes extending this idea to the whole regional or global temperature calculation. This
would have the merit of bypassing all the issues of anomaly calculation and gridding.

2 Model for global temperatures

The v2.mean file describes observations x depending on station s, year s and calendar month m. The
model investigated is that x depends on a global temperature G, dependent on year y only, and a local
“offset” L, which depends on s and m only, but not year.

This may be written
xsmy = Gy + Lsm + εsmy (1)

, where ε is a random error process. This model is fitted by minimising area-weighted sums of squares:∑
smy

wsmy(xsmy −Gy − Lsm)2 (2)

The weight function w will be inversely proportional to the area density of stations, so that areas of the
global surface should contribute equally regardless of how many stations they have (provided they have
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at least one). That fixesthe dependence on s. But it is also zero for missing values, which creates a
dependence on m and y.

3 Minimising

Two equations are created by differentiating to find the stationary point:
The L-equations, made by differentiating wrt L:

Lsm

∑
y

wsmy +
∑

y

Gmwsmy =
∑

y

xsmywsmy (3)

The G-equations, made by differentiating wrt G:∑
sm

Lsmwsmy +Gy

∑
sm

wsmy =
∑
sm

xsmywsmy (4)

So the requirement is to solve these for L and G. If the total data set spans S stations over Y years,
and there are M = 12 months, then there are S×M L-equations, matching the number of components in
L, and similarly Y G-equations and components. So we have the same number of equations and unknowns.
The first system, for a land-based global temperature, has 12× 7280 = 87360 equations, the second (from
1901 to 2009) has 129.

4 Solving

We can define a single index i, which roams over combinations of s and m, and denote y by j. Then also
denoting

a1i =
∑

y

wsmy, bij = wsmy, a2j =
∑
sm

wsmy

and
r1i =

∑
y

wsmyxsmy, r2j =
∑
sm

wsmyxsmy

and denoting A1, A2 the submatrices made from a1 and a2, and B the matrix made from components b,
we have the system

A1.L+B.G = R1
B∗L+A2.G = R2 (5)

B∗ denotes transpose of B.With A1, note that in
∑

y wsmy the s and m each directly multiply a corre-
sponding coefficient of L. There is summation over y, so A1 is a diagonal matrix. So is A2. So in block
terms, the first equation can be used to eliminate L in the second, giving the reduced system

S.G = R2 −A1−1R1, S = A1 −B∗A1−1B (6)
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S is often called the Schur complement.
This is now a very much smaller system. The original 87000 or so equations are down to about 129

(number of years). Solving a 129x129 system is very quick. Computationally, the big task is the second
term of the Schur complement, multiplying a 129× 87000 equation with its transpose. That takes nearly
a minute on my PC.

5 Rank deficiency and normalisation

There is a familiar arbitrariness about the global temperature. You can add any offset, and subtract same
from the global temperatures. Conventionally, G is expressed as an anomaly relative to a base period.

This is reflected in the set of equations to solve, which are singular (rank deficiency one). The row
sums of S are zero. So is the sum of the RHS vector.

A remedy is to add an extra equation to one of the existing equations. Simplest is to set the first
coefficient of G to zero. This means adding any number to S11. This allows solution, and then any desired
offset can be added. V1.3 of TempLS sets it so the mean from 1961-1990 is zero,

6 Implementation in V1.3 - preprocessing

I’ll now describe the R coding. A preprocessor file produces a modified version of the GHCN v2,mean.
It’s main function is to remove duplicates, which it does by averaging over each station /month/year
combination. The modified file does not have station numbers; they are replaced by the line number of
the inventory file where they can be found.

The station inventory file v2.temperature.inv is also modified. The start and end date for each station,
and the length of data, are recorded in the 16 spaces previously used to describe vegetation.

Another big item is the inclusion of HadSST2 ocean data. This is rearranged to GHCN format - by
cell, then year and month. The cells are given the status of stations and added to the data file, and also
to the inventory file. Apart from an artificial station number, only the lat and longitude (cell center) are
given - other fields are blank.

7 User input

The analysis file GlobTempLSv1.3.r starts out by defining all the numbers and strings that the user is
most likely to want to modify. These are fairly self-explanatory. The code is structured so that multiple
runs can be done, incrementing a variable called choices. This cycles through a user-defined set of names,
each of which is associated with a logical expression which selects a subset of stations. These are gathered
in a function called chooser() (also near the top).
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8 File input

The modified v2,mean and inventory are read into dataframes:

input1 = "modified.data"; # Made by preprocessor - should be in current dir
input2 = "modified.inv";
if(T){ # Change this to F if you have read data in already

v2 <- matrix(scan(input1, 0, skip = 0,na.strings = "NA",nlines = -4999), ncol = 14, byrow = TRUE);
nn = length(v2[,1])-1;
pr(c("v2 done",timer(time0)));
wd = c(3,5,3,31,7, 8,5,5,1,5, 2,6,1, 2,5,5,6,1 );
colnames=c("country","wmo","mod","name","lat", "lon","alt","ialt","pop","ipop",

"topo","junk","airpt", "town", "startyr","endyr","length","urban");
tv = read.fwf(input2,widths = wd,col.names=colnames,comment.char="");
}

The files are as produced by the preprocessor. v2 is the big structure with one row per station per year.
tv is a dataframe available for use in the function chooser().

9 The main loop

After various initialisations comes the main loop over the chosen subsets specified in chooser(). i01 can
be thought of as a mask.

######### The main loop for your run
for(choice in choices){
tc=title[choice]; weight=wts;
i01 = chooser(tc);

10 Data reforming

The first of the four computing tasks is just to rearrange v2 as a regular matrix x. These are big objects,
so it takes some time. In x, missing values are replaced by zeroes, but marked in a logical vector ox of
the same shape. orn tests whether a station is in the current choice of subset.

ip = floor(v2[,1]); # station pointers (1..7280...9852)
dix = c(12*nst,nyr); x=array(0,dix);
ox=array(F,dix);
ist=0:11*nst;
for (i in 1:nn){
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if(orn[ip[i]]){
j = v2[i,2]-yr0; ii=i10[ip[i]]+ist; $ months
if( j>0 && j<=dix[2]){

y=v2[i,3:14]; # a row of data from v2
ok=!is.na(y);
x[ii[ok],j]=y[ok];
ox[ii[ok],j]=T;

}
}

}

11 Counting cells

This is a simple task, with some tricks to make it fast:

#count monthly readings over stations for each cell;
for(i in 1:nst){
d = cellnums[i01[i]];
for(k in 1:12){
mask = ox[i+ist[k],]; # count readings for each month in cell;
cellcount[mask,k,d] = cellcount[mask,k,d]+1;

}
}

12 Weight matrix

First define the matrix w (same shape as x)to receive the weights. The weight[] is proportional to cell
area, and it is divided by the count. The mask ensures that w is zero for missings.

w = array(0,dix);
# Make weights (cell area/count)
for(i in 1:nst){
d = cellnums[i01[i]];
for(k in 1:12){
k2 = i+ist[k]; mask = ox[k2,];
w[k2,mask] = weight[d]/cellcount[mask,k,d]; # big weight matrix;

}
}
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13 Solving the design matrix

This is a big step - lots of computation, but arranged to avoid lots more. Firstly the diagonals A1 and
A2 are created. The trick of adding a very small number is to deal with the possibility that a row and
corresponding column are filled with zeroes. That corresponds to zero data, and the equation should
really be omitted. But rather than rearrange the system, adding a small to the diagonal allows solution,
with spurious extra values which are noyt coupled to any other values. Afterwards the extra numbers will
be replaced with NA.

Some vectors (to be filled) are defined, and the first RHS vec r1 is filled. dix[2] contains the two
dimensions of x

a1 = rowSums(w, na.rm = T)+1.0e-9;
a2 = colSums(w, na.rm = T)+1.0e-9;

r1 = rep(0,dix[1]); L = r1; b = r1;
r2 = rep(0,dix[2]); b2 = r2;
S = array(0,dix[c(2,2)]);

for(i in 1:dix[1]){
r1[i] = sum(w[i,]*x[i,], na.rm = T);

}

Then one loop over years combines the calculation of r2 and of S. Each element of S is a scalar
product of columns of w with other columns divided by A1. Doing it this way avoids creating another
large w-sized matrix. Note that S is symmetric, so only one triangle has to be computed.

kx=1:dix[2];
for(i in kx){

b = w[,i]/a1; # off-diagonal column;
r2[i] = sum( w[,i] * x[,i], na.rm = T);
b2[i] = r2[i] - b %*% r1;
for(j in kx){
S[i,j] = - sum( b * w[,j]);
S[j,i] = S[i,j];

}
S[i,i] = S[i,i]+a2[i];

}

Then the trick to oversome the singularity in S, adding the equation 10000 ∗ G[1] = 0. Then solve, and
calculate the base offset to zero the mean over 1961-90 if there is data there (usually there is), else just
zero the mean.
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S[1,1] = S[1,1]+10000.; # enforce G[1] = 0 (else S is singular);
G = solve(S,b2);
base = mean(G); i=c(1961,1990)-yr0; if(i[1]>0 && i[2]<nyr) base=mean(G[i[1]:i[2]]);
G = G - base; # Global temp normalised to base period;
G[r2==0] = NA;

Note the last line replacing spurious no data solutions set to zero by the adding small number trick.
That completes the regular calculation. L is back-calculated, but theis is not currently used.

14 Output - plots

The user had been invited to nominate year ranges for plots of G. This is now done, and the results printed
om jpeg files whose names reference the station choice,

15 Trends and output file

The user was also invited to nominate trend year ranges, and lm() is used to get those trends and the
SE (which comes with the summary data). These, and the G results, are placed for printing in an
appropriately headed column of the results array. The first column of results array contains row labels.

The pr() commands which appear intermittently show on screen where the program is up to, along
with timing information. The pr() function also appends this to a file called diary.txt.

# calc trends
for(i in 1:numtrends){
ii=2*i; k=trendyrs[,i]; kt=k[1]:k[2]-yr0;
h=signif(summary(lm(G[kt] ~ kt))$coef[2,1:2]*10,4); # C/dec
res1[ii+1:2]=paste(h[1:2]);

}
# Compile results array
res1[c(1,2,ii+6)]=c(tc,nst,tc); res1[ii+3+kx]=signif(G,4);
results=rbind(results,res1);
pr(paste(c("Trend ",res1[0:1*2+3], " time (s)",timer(time0)),collapse=" "));
}

This is the end of the big choices loop. Back to do another station selection.

16 Writing

Finally the results[] are writted to a verbosely titled (restext) file.
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i=dim(results)[1];
write(format(title[ic],width=10), restext, ncolumns=i, append=F);
write(format(I(results),width=10,scientific=F),restext,ncolumns=i,append=T);

17 Appendix - a monthly global temperature G?

Romanm suggested that G should depend on both month and year. This would indeed give more info,
if actually needed, although global temps are usually expressed as annuals, and will have an unhelpful
seasonal variation. But he also said that it would make calculation simpler.

Rewriting the L and G equations for such a G:

Lsm

∑
y

wsmy +
∑

y

Gmwsmy =
∑

y

xsmywsmy (7)

∑
s

Lsmwsmy +Gmy

∑
s

wsmy =
∑

s

xsmywsmy (8)

then indeed, m no longer appears in any summation, and so the equations can be solved separately for
each month. However, the big calc in which w is multiplied by itself, only reduced by a factor of 12 in
one dimension, from 12 × 7280 × 129 to 7280 × 129. So it takes 1/12 the time, but has to be done 12
times, so that’s a wash. meanwhile, S does not reduce, and has to be inverted 12 times. This is not too
time-consuming, but is a negative. So I don’t think there is any computing gain by making G depend on
month.
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